
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
2 August 2021 
 
 
 
Tim Middlehurst 
Certified Energy 
23 The Square 
PALMERSTON NORTH 
 
Sent via email: contact@nzecs.co.nz 
 
 
Dear Tim  

Firstgas response to the proposed initial rules for gas certification  

Firstgas Group welcomes the opportunity to comment on Certified Energy’s discussion paper 

“Certification of Renewable Gas: Proposed initial rules” released on 5 July 2021. We see the 

certification of renewable gas as an important enabler to decarbonising gas networks and LPG 

distribution channels by enabling energy users to confidently purchase zero carbon gas. 

On 24 May 2021, Firstgas submitted a letter in support of Certified Energy’s gas certification system.1 

We are pleased to see the continued development of the system in the form of the proposed rules.  

Please see the following comments and questions in Table, which we hope you will find useful in 

developing the certification system. We would be happy to discuss any of these points with you in 

further detail. 

Table 1:  Comments on proposed rules 

Document reference Firstgas comment 

4.  

Exclusion from 

system rules: 

International Trading 

Firstgas has an interest in the link between domestic gas certification systems and 

international accreditation, as we are investigating opportunities for the import and 

sale of low-carbon gases. Given that products like bio-dimethyl ether (bio-DME) are 

already being produced overseas, imports will provide an important initial 

demonstration of the viability of alternative gases for use in New Zealand. .  

For this reason, it is important to Firstgas that a gas certification system has clearly 

understood links to international systems in its early stages, rather than the 

international links being left for later development. For example, we would like to 

understand conversion to the NZECS from California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard 

(LCFS) which uses a measure of carbon intensity that reflects the lifecycle 

emissions of a fuel. 

Certified Energy may also wish to include a conversion table for units from other 

international systems in the initial rules.  

6.1.1 a) & b)  To ensure full transparency and credibility in the eyes of consumers, Firstgas 

suggests that Certified Energy considers a governance model for the New Zealand 

Body for Certificate Issuance (NZBCI) that ensures transparency and independent 

 

1 https://firstgas.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/Firstgas-response-to-designing-a-renewable-gas-certificate-system.pdf  
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Document reference Firstgas comment 

New Zealand energy 

certification system: 

Governance 

oversight of the system. This is to avoid any suggestion of conflicting interests as 

Certified Energy will be both administering the system via the NZBCI and issuing the 

Certificates.   

6.1.2 a)  

Certificate class 

This statement appears to exclude gas that has been produced outside of 

New Zealand. We suggest amending to the following:  

“NZ-ECs denoting the verified attributes of gas production shall be classed as 

‘Renewable Gas’. This classification is applicable to all gaseous fuel types 

produced within or imported into the New Zealand market boundary.” 

6.2.1 a)  

Information required 

for all Device 

registration  

In relation to the production of biomethane for export via gas transmission and 

distribution networks, there are likely to be multiple gas upgrading stages prior to the 

gas meeting pipeline specification and then entering the network. The gas 

composition will change at each of these stages and the gas production, upgrading 

and injection equipment may be owned by different parties. It is important that there 

are mechanisms in place to ensure that the registration of the Output only occurs at 

the appropriate Device and thus avoids a situation where the same Output is 

registered to different devices.  

6.2.1 d) iv. 

Information required 

for all Device 

registration: Location 

We are currently exploring the option of importing and distributing low-carbon gas 

via movable storage units, for example utilising imported ‘isotainers’, which may 

then be transported via local coastal shipping, heavy road transport and  /or 

decanting into other bulk vessels. The low-carbon gas from these bulk domestic 

channels will then likely be distributed to customers via smaller pressurised gas 

‘bottles’ or localised bulk containers. We would like to understand how the Output 

device would be selected in these scenarios and how the location requirement might 

be affected by a movable Output device.   

6.2.1 d) vi. 

Information required 

for all Device 

registration: Output 

gas type 

Firstgas expects that in the immediate to medium term, low-carbon gases will reach 

New Zealand consumers in a ‘blended’ fashion. This is true of pipeline delivered 

biomethane and hydrogen, as well as LPG blended with bio- DME. Blended LPG 

may be distributed via bulk channels, gas bottles or reticulated LPG networks. It is 

not clear to us how the output gas type would be defined in each of these scenarios, 

particularly where LPG has been blended with a known proportion of bio-DME (e.g. 

20%) and then distributed via bottles or bulk channels.  

6.2.3  

Storage Device 

registration 

Gas transmission and distribution networks (including natural gas and LPG 

reticulated networks) can store a substantial volume of gas.  This gas is referred to 

as ‘line-pack’ and it varies over time depending on the demand and supply balance 

of the network. We would appreciate guidance on how line-pack might be treated by 

the NZECS where a network is being used to transport certified gas. 

6.5.1a) vii. & 6.5.2b) x.  

Volume of carbon 

dioxide 

Firstgas considers it important for the credibility of the scheme that Output Devices 

are verified for their carbon intensity by a reputable third-party which adheres to 

strict international standards and follows an auditable methodology. Verification of 

carbon intensity by the third-party should occur at commissioning and on an ongoing 

basis to ensure the quality of the certificate.  
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The proposal is for only Scope 1 emissions to be included in the calculation of the 

carbon intensity of a certificate. The decision to include/exclude scope 2 & 3 

emissions should be made on the basis that it optimises the value proposition to 

customers (consumers) of the certificates. Firstgas encourages Certified Energy to 

test this proposition with consumers and to consider international precedents before 

making a final decision on this point.  

6.1.4 & 6.7.2 a) & b) 

Cancellation of 

certificate 

Firstgas supports the use of the 1 October gas year by the NZECS and also the 

acknowledgement that the gas industry relies on a 13-month ex-ante washup 

process before gas volumes are finalised. We note however that the drafting of 

these two clauses is not easy to follow with respect to Production Year X and X+1. 

For example, 6.7.2b) appears to conflict with 6.7.2a).  

 

We believe that a certification system for zero carbon gases will be a key element of this transition, 

providing gas customers with assurance that they are reducing their carbon emissions using legitimate 

products. We are broadly supportive of the certification scheme outlined in the draft rules. It has good 

technical knowledge with very detailed plans as to how your system will function. We would be 

supportive of gas users using your system to facilitate zero carbon gas transactions. 

Contact details 

If you have any questions regarding this submission, please contact me on 027 285 8091 or via email 

at peter.sandston@firstgas.co.nz . 

Yours sincerely 

  

Peter Sandston 

Distribution Commercial Manager 
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